QuicktoLearn
On demand e-learning
In a world where business operates at breakneck speed,
competition is fierce and knowledge is critical to the success
of any venture – you need to ensure that your staff are up-todate with the latest skills and trends across a wide range of
disciplines. Technological change has become the only
constant in our work today.
So how do organisations keep the skills of their staff up to
date regardless of how the training is delivered?

Despite the 'availability' of e-learning as a medium, many organisations find that obtaining an e-learning
solution is still far slower and more expensive than it could be. For example, many major e-learning
companies typically still don't let customers buy courses instantly on line, but point enquiries to a sales
person.
In contrast, QuicktoLearn provides real on-demand e-learning solutions - at a low cost.
At one end of the scale, single and multiple courses can be bought instantly, from a catalogue of almost 2,
000 courses. Want access to some of the best e-learning courses? QuicktoLearn delivers this – and then
some. QuicktoLearn is an award winning low-cost pay-as-you-use e-learning solution. There’s no special
software required – just point your browser and start learning.
At the other end of the scale, for those organisations that wish to have their own Web-based e-learning
portal (complete with a library of courses) a dedicated solution can be deployed in less than a week.
You can chose to pay by credit card in multiple currencies or prepaid credit account and learning can be
scaled from one person up to the largest organisation. Account facilities and workflow approval of employee
registrations are available to allow training manager’s to keep track of training budgets.
Customers can be individuals, SMEs, corporate organisations, or even training companies wishing to
establish their own on-line e-learning business.
QuicktoLearn is an joint venture between Corporate Learning Systems and Transition Associates, two of IBM
Lotus’ most experienced e-Learning partners. The outcome is a content consolidation portal with a rich array
of online learning from some of the world’s best e-learning developers across a range of subjects; from Lotus
applications to Finance and Marketing.
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QuicktoLearn
On demand e-learning

“We need to bring learning to people instead of people to learning."

Elliot Maisie

Features
Wide range of content across multiple disciplines
Content available as single courses or bundled libraries
Pay-per-User per Course cost structure
Volume Pricing structures
Workflow approval for account holders to control course registration by employees
Registration and Order email notification to learners
Payment via Credit Card, Account or e-Voucher
E-Commerce enabled portal in multiple currencies
Delivery of online courses directly through the portal using IBM Lotus Learning Management
System
User Account Management
Help Desk Support
24x7x365 Availability
Purchase courseware for internal use on existing e-Learning infrastructures
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Content Partners
Element K
Transition Associates
Intellexis
MultiMedia Marketing
The CyberInstitute
The Learning Group

Contact us if you would like to discuss
your requirements further or to arrange a
meeting and demonstration.
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